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Roof Anchor Points
Anchor points are a vital part of a fall

protection system

Experts in Anchor Point Installation and Recertification

Roof anchor points are a common and cost-effective means of fall protection for

roof-top workers in Australia. They provide a secure connection point for workers

to attach their safety harnesses and lanyards while working on a roof. Roof

anchor points can be permanent or temporary, and can be installed by

professional height safety equipment companies. It is important to ensure that

roof anchor points are in compliance with Work Health and Safety regulations

and guidelines which include regular maintenance and recertification.
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Anchor point benefits:

Simple retrofit design, fall arrest
rated

Cost-effective, low visual
appearance

Advanced energy-absorbing
properties

Simple and efficient installation

Watertight seals

We supply respected products from

brands including:

3Sixty

Low-Pro

Cobra

X-Plora

FrogLink

Anchor Safe offers a variety of fall arrest and abseil roof anchors that are

suitable for any application and meet height safety compliance standards. Our

roof anchors adhere to or exceed the regulations set by AS1891.4, AS5532, and

AS4488. We take pride in our quality workmanship, premium roof anchor points,

and cost-effective solutions, all backed by a 10-year product and installation

warranty. Anchor Safe provides installation, maintenance, recertification, and

compliance management services for roof safety anchor points in  Sydney,

Melbourne, Brisbane, Albury and the surrounding areas.

Contact Us For A Quote
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Roof Anchor Point

Installation

Our height safety experts can advise

and install the appropriate anchors to

fit your specific application, ensuring

maximum safety for workers at heights

and cost-effectiveness for your

business. If you’re not sure which

anchor system is best for your needs,

please don’t hesitate to contact our

friendly team for assistance.

Anchor Safe’s team of experienced and

accredited installers can handle all of

The Importance Of Roof

Anchor Point Positioning

Proper positioning of roof anchor

points is crucial for ensuring the safety

of workers at heights. Anchor points

must be strategically placed in areas

that are easily accessible to workers

and provide maximum coverage for fall

protection. This can include areas near

roof edges, skylights, and other

potential fall hazards.

Incorrectly positioned anchor points

can lead to a lack of coverage for
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your roof anchor point installation

needs. We will professionally and

securely mount the specified anchors

to meet strict Australian height safety

standards while also allowing for easy

and convenient movement around the

area of application. We will also

evaluate and recommend whether

workers at heights should be

connected with a fixed or an

adjustable lanyard and provide advice

on appropriate PPE and equipment.

Our team is highly trained and has a

variety of specialty anchors and

mounting options available to suit

various surface types, including

concrete, metal, and tile roofs. Our

height safety system installation

services are available in Sydney,

Melbourne, Brisbane, Albury, and the

surrounding areas.

workers, making them vulnerable to

falls. It can also make it difficult for

workers to access the anchor points,

leading to confusion and improper use

of fall protection equipment. This can

compromise the safety of workers and

increase the risk of accidents and

injuries.

Anchor Safe’s team of height safety

experts can assess your roof and

determine the most suitable locations

for anchor points. We will ensure that

the anchor points are strategically

placed for maximum coverage and

easy access for workers. This will

provide a safe working environment for

workers at heights and peace of mind

for employers.
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How often do anchor points

need to be inspected

Why is anchor point re-

certification important?

Anchor Point Testing, Certification and Maintenance

It’s always better to be safe than sorry when it comes to the safety of workers at

heights. If you’re uncertain about the compliance of your anchor points or if they

haven’t been tested recently, our team is available to inspect and test your

anchor points to ensure they meet the relevant standards.

Anchor Safe is a leading provider of scheduled maintenance and recertification

services in Australia. We manage your height safety compliance, providing easy-

to-use online asset management tools that keep you informed and take the

pressure off you.
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The frequency of inspection and

certification for roof anchor points is

important to ensure compliance with

the current Australian standards

(AS/NZS 1891). All types of roof anchor

points, regardless of their application,

must be inspected and certified by a

competent and licensed professional

every 12 months to meet strict

Australian height safety regulations. 

However, some manufacturers may

recommend more frequent

inspections, and if the anchors are in

regular use or in a harsh environment,

more frequent inspections may be

necessary. If you’re unsure about

inspection schedules for your specific

situation, please don’t hesitate to

contact our friendly staff for guidance.

Height safety compliance is a critical

issue and it is essential that all

inspections and installations are

carried out by licensed professionals

using high-quality products and

equipment. Anchor Safe’s team of

qualified and licensed certifiers can

arrange scheduled maintenance and

recertification to ensure your anchor

points are always up to the job.

Re-certification of roof anchor points is

important because building owners

and employers are legally required to

maintain height safety compliance,

including annual recertification. These

strict regulations are in place because

of the potential risks of severe injury

and death associated with working at

heights.

Anchor points and the surfaces they

are mounted on can be affected by

natural elements and changes to the

structure they were installed on. It’s

essential to ensure that this simple

yet potentially life-saving equipment is

ready to handle the sudden and high-

pressure strains of fall arrest.

Protecting your workers and yourself

by ensuring your anchor points and

other height safety gear is compliant

and ready for use is vital. Speak to

Anchor Safe’s experienced team about

our recertification services to ensure

your equipment is up to the task.

About Anchor Safe

Anchor Safe is a proven and respected

name in accredited height safety

Book your anchor recertification
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across Australia. Driven by a dedicated

team of highly experienced height

safety specialists, Anchor Safe is the

1st choice of Councils, Facility

Managers, and Retail to ensure they

meet safety compliance standards

and their rooftops are kept safe.

 

More About Us

Roof Walkways Systems Harness Gear & Rescue Equipment

 

Contact us today

Browse our full range of height safety products to meet all

your needs, including:
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Roof Access Ladders Overhead Rail Systems

Roof Access Hatches Roof Anchor Points
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Accreditations

          

Newsletter Sign up
Stay up to date with the latest news and innovations from Anchor Safe

Permanent Roof Guardrail Systems Skylight Protection

Static Line Systems Stepladders & Stairs
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Anchor Safe
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